
To vs For

Name: Result: Date: __/21  __/__/20__

I spoke fully with you on the difficulty of procuring wagons here, when I had
the pleasure of seeing you, and ______ that reason pressed the sending
back as many as possible.

1.

Joy was more violent in her soul than suffering, ______ it contained the
echoes of her pain and the agonies of its own emotion.
2.

He did not care ______ think about that.3.

The old soldier leaned upon his musket in profound thought, and ______
some time did not utter a word.
4.

And he had ______ tell them everything.5.

My love played the melancholy Dane ______ the last few days.6.

An exception has ______ be made in this case.7.

At last the doom seizes her, and in the very presence of death, ______ an
instant, his own emotions conquer him.
8.

He had determined ______ give himself up.9.

Men and women may pass through this experience many times without
dishonor, ______ it is so natural ______ spring towards happiness; but there
is only one love in a lifetime.

10.

One day it happened that when the fisherman drew in his net he found in
it a remarkable fish, ______ it was entirely of gold.
11.

The regiment from which it came had been in active service among the
Indians on the frontier ______ a long time, and the officers and men were
tried and seasoned fighters.

12.

He didn't seem ______ get any action on the case.13.

He was on his way ______ find a brother.14.
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Have you courage ______ come with us?15.

The danger attracted us, but we promptly chose the hill road on account
of the views, ______ we were weary of the limited valley prospects.
16.

It is, indeed, doubtful how he had become aware that Roger was being
buried that day, ______ Emily had kept it from him.
17.

He found the letter and began ______ read it.18.

However, he was soon ______ understand.19.

It makes you sick ______ think of it.20.
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